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COMPANY

Eco-Motive is committed to developing clean 
technology to protect the environment by optimising 

The company was set up in 2010 when its founders saw 
an opportunity to launch a range of environmentally-
friendly products that would help 
drivers better maintain their vehicles 
and enable greater fuel economy at a 
time when fuel prices were rising. Today 
Eco-Motive is developing into one of the 
most recognised motor care brands on 
the market. Made and tested in Britain, 
Eco-Motives’ products have established an excellent 
reputation within both the private and public sector. 

Eco-Motive makes great effort to achieve a sustainable 
future by developing products that are sensitive to the 
environment. Its corporate values are focused on its 
customers and to caring for society and the planet.

TECHNOLOGY

Eco-Motive believes that its investment in g
technology and research can produce a clea
safer future for its customers. It is committe
developing next-generation products that en
vehicle performance and reliability, and give

RESEARCH

Eco-Motive’s products are highly advanced an
with every kind of motor vehicle and modern 
type: petrol, diesel and hybrid. They are a culmi
of intense collaboration with leading UK scien
Universities, through independent testing and

Eco-Motive strives to improve vehicle perform
by developing products that ensure greater re
It is important to Eco-Motive that its custome

constant improvement by investing in researc

SAFETY

grow, users need greater assurance that their vehicles 
can deliver the level of performance that ensures 
maximum safety – both for themselves and others. 

ENVIRONMENT

Eco-Motive shares its customer commitment for the 
environment and believes in the importance of caring 
for the planet and encouraging others to do the same. 
As a business, Eco-Motive recognises that the nature of 
what it does impacts on the environment and therefore 
is committed to reducing its level of impact wherever 
possible by implementing ethics of sustainable 
development.

Eliminating the risk from toxic substances in all its 
products is only one of Eco-Motives’ top environmental 
priorities. Eco-Motive is committed in keeping people 
and the planet healthy. 

Eco-Motive are committed to making sure performance 

meets expectation and safety is a priority.

Our Tyre-Fix products have been certified by Smithers 

Rapra and our fuel cleaning compound CleanDrive has 

been extensively proven and tested by the University of 

Leicester by conducting back to back engine tests 

before and after treating an engine with CleanDrive,

to a test adapted for The European Drive Cycle, Type 1 

test 91/441/EEC.
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FLEET  

   Reduce Cost & Maintenance

Across Your Fleet 

When added to your fleets maintenance program, 

EcoMotive’s range of products will lower maintenance costs by 

reducing carbon build up and bring your vehicle back to 

manufacturers design point, thus making the whole combus-

tion process more efficient. 

EcoMotive’s products will increase fuel economy

by upto 15% depending on the age and condition of the 

vehicle. Theese results have been verified by leading UK 

Universities after work with Govenrmant (both local and 

national) and the private sector.                                

   Free Up Time & Reduce

Carbon Emissions

When applied to a vehicle regularly EcoMotive can cut 

your vehicles pollution levels (CO2 and NOx) by upto 

60%.

All our products can be used in petrol, diesel & hybrid 

vehicles (any combustion engine)

By ensuring that your vehicles will stay clean on the 

inside you can spend less time on costly  maintenance 

and concentrate on the parts of your business that 

matter.                 

EcoMotive Fleet Guarantee

adapt to your companies needs.
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CleanDrive® cleans, cares for, and improves the condition of the 
engine in one easy step: Just add CleanDrive® to the fuel tank 
every three months.

Take Vehicle Performance Further. Further doesn’t just mean 
more distance on less fuel, it means a longer life-span too. Just 

one step to clean, care for, and improve the condition of the vehicle engine.

Cut fuel costs by up to 15%. Using CleanDrive® just once every three months reduces your fuel cost by 15% (Based 
on average 10,000 miles per year).

Cut vehicle emission by up to 60%. With CleanDrive® the engine performs better, making the vehicle better for the 
planet. Independent tests prove CleanDrive® reduces harmful vehicle emissions by as much as 60%.

MAINTENANCE

CLEANDRIVE® MOTO 
ADVANCED FUEL & EXHAUST SYSTEM CLEANER

For all types of motorbike engine.

PART NO. SIZE CASE QTY PACKAGING

ECD250 250ml 15 Aluminium Bottle

CLEANDRIVE® 
ADVANCED FUEL & EXHAUST SYSTEM CLEANER

Restores engine performance and reduces harmful emissions. 
Prevents loss of power by cleaning the entire fuel system. Removes 
carbon deposits from exhaust valves. Cleans EGR valves, inlet valves 

converter (CAT) and Lambda sensor. Lubricates engine walls. Brings 
the vehicle back to the manufacturer’s design point.

Apply only once every three months. Great to use before an MOT test 
(Optimum performance depends on age and mileage of vehicle).

For Petrol, Diesel and Hybrid Engines.

PART NO. SIZE CASE QTY PACKAGING

ECD475 450ml 15 Aluminium Bottle

Before CleanDrive® came onto the market,
drivers would be required to use there or four
separate products to achieve anywhere like
this level of performance.

PROVEN
TO REGENERATE

DPF/GPF/CAT
________________________

+ CLEANS
EGR
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Gaskit® will permanently repair most head gasket failures 
in a single treatment. Head gasket failure (also known 
as a blown head gasket) can be caused by a number of 
reasons including poor maintenance, corrosion, or engine 
overheating. Repairing a head gasket can be very costly, 
Gaskit® offers a cost effective solution. 

Gaskit® is a specially formulated blend of harmless 

cooling system the ingredients are suspended in the coolant and disperse throughout the system. Gaskit® begins 
to mesh together almost instantly within the crack or the hole, building a seal to stop the coolant leak. The 

pressures of a vehicles’ combustion chamber.

GASKIT® 
PERMANENT HEAD GASKET REPAIR

Gaskit® completely seals and repairs gasket and coolant leaks 
including: cracked, warped or blown head gaskets, cylinder and 
coolant leaks, leaking radiators, oil leaks, engine block. Gaskit® also 
provides anti-rust protection.

Compatible with all types of antifreeze and vehicle  
water-cooling systems.

PART NO. SIZE CASE QTY PACKAGING

EGI500 500ml 6       Aluminium Bottle

Promotional UV Light Kit 
Gaskit® contains a special 
UV ink designed to identify 
repairs under UV light.

GASKIT® MOTO 
PERMANENT HEAD GASKET REPAIR

For all types of motorbike.

PART NO. SIZE CASE QTY PACKAGING

EGI250 250ml 12 Aluminium Bottle

EMERGENCY
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PROFESSIONAL  

ECO-MOTIVE PROFESSIONALTM

TURBO CLEAN/RESTORE

PART NO. SIZE CASE QTY PACKAGING

ETC250  250ml 15     Aerosol Can

� Cleans and unblocks dirty turbocharger with or without dismantling

� Dissolves gum / lacquer, tar, carbon and varnish. 

� Restores turbo power to its manufacturers design point.

� Regains optimal air/fuel ratio.

� Harmless to exhaust gas after-treatment systems.

Made and tested in Great Britain

ECO-MOTIVETM PROFESSIONAL
CARBON KNOCK OUT 

PART NO. SIZE CASE QTY PACKAGING

EPI400  400ml 12 Aerosol Can

�  Provides immediate thorough cleaning of EGR system.

�  Dissolves gum, lacquer, tar, carbon and deposits.

�  Removes resinous and oily dirt in the intake manifold when dismantled.

�  Provides a regular and stable idle.

�  Eliminates and avoids starting problems.

�  Improves accelerating properties.

�  Is harmless for all after-treatment systems.

�  Reduces fuel consumption by cleaning components.

To remove gum, dissolve rust and deposits from parts, there is a 

EcoMotive Professional spray that will do the job. EcoMotive Professional 

offer Strong, specially formulated aerosols designed for professional use 

that meet the highest standards and quality. 

Independantly tested and proven to work EcoMotive Professional  

aerosols are an essential to any garage or mechanic.
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which gives peace of mind and saves money by increasing 
 like sealant 

which requires only a single application for the entire life of the 

25% by lowering operating temperatures and eliminating air-loss caused by porosity.

Suitable for all kinds of tubed and tubeless tyres. Improves

tyre pressures. Protects steel belts against rust and corrosion. Not toxic, corrosive, or 
Vigorously tested and proven, does not void tyre manufacturer’s 

warranty. Lasts for the legal lifetime of the tyre, seals punctures of up to 6mm in diameter.

PREVENTION

TYREFIX®  
PUNCTURE REPAIR SYSTEM (1 TYRE)  

Treats one tyre; one application for the entire life of the tyre
Also includes compressor for re-inflation of tyre.

For all types of vehicle.

PART NO. SIZE PACKAGING  

 750ml Boxed

TYREFIX®  
PUNCTURE PREVENTION SYSTEM (4 TYRES)

Treats four tyres; one bottle per tyre. One application for the entire 
life of the tyre. Quick and easy to apply with Tyretech™ Advance 
Delivery System.

For all types of vehicle.

ETF2002   Boxed 

TYREFIX®  
PUNCTURE PREVENTION SYSTEM (1 TYRE)

Treats one tyre. One application for the entire life of the tyre. Quick 
and easy to apply with Tyretech™ Advance Delivery System.

For all types of vehicle.

PART NO. SIZE PACKAGING

Boxed

PACKAGING PART NO. 

 

SIZE 

750ml1560ml ETF2001

ETF2001C    
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PROVENTION   

Tested by

TYREFIX® successfully completed a test in accordance
with the UNECE Regulation 30 Annex 7 Load Speed Endurance Test.

For cars, vans, motorbikes and trailors 

TYREFIX® HEAVY DUTY GRADE
PUNCTURE PREVENTION SYSTEM (20 LITRE)

TYREFIX® HIGH SPEED GRADE 
PUNCTURE PREVENTION SYSTEM (20 LITRE)

 

For lorries and buses

For construction, mining and agriculture   

PART NO. 

ETF2000 EHDG   

SIZE

20 l

PACKAGING

Boxed

TYREFIX® EXTRA HEAVY DUTY GRADE 
PUNCTURE PREVENTION SYSTEM (20 LITRE)

 

PART NO. SIZE  

ETF2000 H 20 l  

PACKAGING

Boxed

PART NO. SIZE  

ETF2000 HDG 20 l  

PACKAGING

Boxed


